Searching for videos online is inefficient if the search relies exclusively on relevant keywords in the text surrounding the object. HTML5 introduced advanced semantic annotation in the form of a new metadata format called microdata. Along with the video element which provides semantics to embedded video contents, media metadata can also be used to add additional features to be searched, archived, or automatically processed. Certain metadata formats provide a high level of flexibility adequate to combine them with other vocabularies, making it possible to write truly sophisticated, machine-readable metadata for video components of the Social Semantic Web.
INTRODUCTION
For years, publishing videos online was feasible through general object embedding only. Currently, there is still no standardized solution for publishing videos on the Web, partly due to the variety of video and audio codecs and the varying browser support.
Video metadata can be embedded either in the markup or in the file itself. Without descriptive, structured metadata video searches are insufficient, unreliable, or even unfeasible.
The first video metadata applications date back before the Web 2.0 era when Dublin Core metadata was applied on MPEG-7 videos to support hierarchical video descriptions 1 , and later for providing conceptual navigation 2 . Although the need for video sharing has increased enormously with the introduction of the Semantic Web and especially the Social Semantic Web, the potential of Semantic Web technologies in video sharing has been far from exploited yet although some efforts have already been made in this field.
Gómez-Romero et al. used ontologies to build a framework to construct a symbolic model of video scenes by integrating tracking data and contextual information 3 . Brostow et al. presented the first collection of videos with object class semantic labels, complete with metadata 4 . Their database associates each pixel with one of 32 semantic classes which they demonstrated on three distinct fields.
Gayo et al. introduced video metadata for both producers and users 5 . The first type of metadata associates multimedia content with domainspecific ontologies while the second provides video tagging. Their search engine combines both kinds of metadata to locate the desired content and provides browsing capabilities as well.
Küçük et al. proposed an annotation and retrieval system to automate semantic video indexing 6 . Along with the introduction of HTML5, new opportunities appeared to provide rich semantics as well as accessibility in the markup for videos. This paper enumerates the challenges as well as limitations of the field together with methods for standard-compliant, semantic video embedding and metadata mixing.
If an online video is not meant to be part of an interactive multimedia presentation, that is best provided by SMIL along with its native metadata 7 , the resource is described by (X)HTML markup.
In contrast to the complexity of video embedding with the embed element in HTML versions up to 4.01, or the object element in XHTML, (X)HTML5 introduced the video element that provides semantic meaning to video contents and full control over the embedded file 8 . Features such as height or width can be added optionally. An image representing a frame from the video can also be defined in case the video cannot be rendered. Alternate content can also be given in the form Video controls can be shown or hidden in the browser by the controls attribute on the video element:
<video src="xyz.mov" controls="controls"> </video> Since the video codec support is different in each browser, the same video can be provided in various formats, avoiding the need to download videos that cannot be played on the system, e.g., <video> <source src="video.mp4" type="video/mp4"> <source src="video.ogv" type="video/ogg"> <p>Download the <a href="video.ogv">sample video</a> (OGV)</p> </video>
The type attribute declares the Internet Media Type (MIME type) of the video file. These specifications are described in IETF/ISOC Request for Comments (RFC) documents and are standardized by IANA registration 9 . The most common video Media Types are summarized in Table 1 . The problem is that MIME types do not reflect the codecs of videos stored in container formats (e.g., H.264 in MPEG-4). They can be provided by the codecs parameter:
<video controls="controls"> <source src="video.mp4" type='video/mp4; codecs="avc1.42E01E, mp4a.40.2"'> <source src="video.ogv" type='video/ogg; codecs="theora, vorbis"'> <p>Download the <a href="video.ogv">sample video</a></p> </video>
The video element of (X)HTML5 provides playback support detection, including the canPlayType() method on the media element 16 or the onerror event listener.
Certain browsers cannot stream the video or automatically download the whole video file even if playback has not been started yet. One of the exceptions is Firefox 3.6+ which only downloads a fragment necessary to determine duration and render a frame from the video. This behavior can be overridden by the preload attribute. The attribute value none forces the browser to avoid downloading. The metadata attribute value hints that enough data should be downloaded only to show a frame and determine duration. The value auto downloads the whole video if possible. The effect of preload="none" can be simulated in browsers that do not support it by omitting the src attribute and source elements that are provided only if the user clicks a button:
<video controls="controls"> Video not supported </video> <input type="button" value="Load video" onclick="document.getElementsByTagName ('video') [0] .src = 'video.mp4';"> Additionally, customized controls can be added to the video embedding since the DOM API for video in (X)HTML5 supports several events that can be implemented through JavaScript. For example:
[0]; </script> <input type="button" value="Play" onclick="video.play()"> <input type="button" value="Pause" onclick="video.pause()"> Currently, the src attribute value of the video tag should be a physical file which makes it impossible to embed videos from YouTube.
(X)HTML5 videos can be dynamically drawn on a canvas with JavaScript using the drawImage method:
<video src="video.mp4" controls="controls"> Video not supported </video> <canvas id="canvas"> Canvas not supported </canvas> <script> var ctx = document.getElementById('canvas'). 
MACHINE-READABLE METADATA
Certain metadata formats such as microformats and RDFa apply and reuse features of existing technologies (e.g., the rel attribute) 17 while others such as Creative Commons and Dublin Core introduce new annotations, typically through the namespace mechanism.
Metadata formats reusing attributes
The Web document attributes used by RDFa are ideal for metadata on generic objects as well as videos 18 . A common feature of video sharing portals is the review option which can be implemented with metadata support by using the hReview microformat (class="hreview").
Some or all rights of video authors are often reserved. Many licenses associated with videos are sophisticated and users cannot be expected to know them. The rel="license" microformat can be added to hyperlinks that point to the description of the license. In the case of the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike license, for example, rel="license" should be <video src="lesson1.ogv" rel="license" href="http://creativecommons.org/licen ses/by-sa/3.0/" />
The value of the href attribute provides the associated URI of the resource where the license is described.
Video licensing with HTML5 microdata
The concept of microdata has been introduced in HTML5 for labeling content in order to describe a specific type of information, such as licensing information to eliminate copyright issues and to contribute to advanced Web searches 19 . For example: <footer> <p id="licenses">All videos are licensed under the <a itemprop="license" href="http://creativecommons.org/lic enses/by-sa/3.0/">Creative Commons Attribution Share Alike license</a>.</p> </footer>
Metadata from external vocabularies
Being a general Web resource description and modeling language, Resource Description Framework (RDF) can be used for describing any kind of resources that can be identified by a URI 20 , including video files. RDFa (RDF in attributes) provides the option to embed rich metadata within certain attributes of Web documents 21 . The set of attributes to be used for this purpose are about, src, rel, rev, href, resource, property, content, datatype, and typeof, all of which are supported in (X)HTML5. RDFa is indexed by Google and Yahoo and supported by the highest traffic video sharing website YouTube.
The Dublin Core vocabulary has several metadata that can be used for video contents such as MIME type, date and time, associated URI, country, and language 22 . Video licenses can be efficiently denoted by Creative Commons, which is also ideal for describing copyright in RDF with the properties 
COMBINING METADATA
If no additional constraints apply, metadata can be arbitrarily mixed through multiple independently developed vocabularies. For example, Microformats can be combined with (X)HTML5 microdata. Another example is Dublin Core that can be used simultaneously with LOM or ODRL metadata 28 . Depending on the metadata formats, duplication might be eliminated by transforming metadata from one format to another (e.g., microformats to the far more generic RDFa 29 ).
VIDEO METADATA IN SEO
Apart from special approaches of search engines for labeling videos such as the Video Sitemap of Google 30 , standard metadata formats can also be provided in a machine-readable way. Two examples are described in the following Chapters.
Facebook Share and RDFa Rich Snippets
The image and video resource URLs are required for Facebook Share (image_src and video_src). The medium property supports the values audio, image, video, news, blog and mult. Video size can be provided by using the video_width and video_height properties. The MIME type of videos can be identified by video_type (with the value application/xshockwave-flash). A brief description of up to 200 characters can be written by using the description property. The title of the video, that can be a maximum of 60 characters long, can be added by the title property, i.e., All these properties are identified by Google.
Yahoo! SearchMonkey RDFa
Yahoo! Searchmonkey metadata can be provided on the object tag as follows:
The Media namespace xmlns:media is required and the only acceptable value is "http://search.yahoo.com/searchmonkey/ media/". The GIF, JPEG, or PNG image with a resolution of 105x93 pixels that previews the video before the user clicks on the play button should be defined by the URI as the href attribute value of media:thumbnail. The video to be played when the user clicks the play button should be defined the resource of media:video.
All 
EMBEDDING VIDEOS AS FLASH
HTML5 has re-introduced the embed element for embedded contents that require plugins. Its name is identical to those of the HTML element used prior to XHTML object elements; however, the embed element has been modified in HTML5. The standard-compliant and browser-independent method for Flash embedding is Flash Satay which is also suggested by the World Wide Web Consortium 32 . The reason for the popularity of this method is the pre-installed Flash Player supported by most browsers. However, videos should be embedded as videos rather than generic or Flash objects.
LIMITATIONS
The advanced markup element of HTML5 dedicated to videos comes with a lack of consensus about codecs to support. To avoid a barrier for those videos already published in a special format, standardization would be required that considers not only the popularity of existing codecs, but also the emerging formats for High Definition video.
In spite of the large potential of video metadata, it cannot be fully exploited until social media and video sharing portals either remove all embedded metadata during upload, or apply a new, on-the-fly generated file without such metadata (even in another file format).
CONCLUSIONS
The paper provides an investigation of semantic elements as well as generic and specific video metadata standards that can serve as the basis for standardization.
The newly introduced video element of HTML5 is a promising solution for publishing video contents in a machine-processable form.
Apart from the self-closing tags in XHTML5, metadata embedding is similar in HTML5 and its XML serialization, but there is a huge difference when it comes to namespaces. Due to the overlapping vocabularies of video metadata formats, the most comprehensive ones should be selected and combined. (X)HTML5 therefore supports a variety of metadata formats and provides one of its own, but most metadata can be substituted with the Resource Description Framework in attributes. Due to the enormous number of video contents and streaming media, however, the standardization of a more specific metadata format is desired for online videos and movie clips.
